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Abstract. Communicating pushdown systems (CPDSs) are a formalism for mod-
eling the behaviors of concurrent systems. They have been used to model concur-
rent C and Java programs. Once a concurrent program has been modeled as a
CPDS, a reachability query is given to aCPDS model checker to determine if
the property of interest is satisfied by the program model.

Our CPDS model checker implements a semi-decision procedure for answer-
ing a reachability query. For a givenCPDS, the semi-decision procedure defines
increasingly more-precise approximations of the reachability relation of aCPDS
to determine if the query holds.

The focus of this paper is on improving the semi-decision procedure employed
by theCPDS model checker. We define a new semi-decision procedure that is
more precise and more efficient, and explore three new abstraction-refinement
policies. When analyzingCPDSs generated from Java programs, the new poli-
cies produced median speedups of 2.4, 1.2, and 2.5, and maximum speedups of
5.4, 5.3, and 7.6.

1 Introduction

Communicating pushdown systems(CPDSs) [1, 2] are a formalism for modeling the
behaviors of concurrent systems.CPDS-model checking has been used to find known
bugs in concurrent C and Java programs [2, 3], and to discoveran unknown bug in a
model of a Windows NT Bluetooth driver that was previously thought to be correct [2].

An important aspect ofCPDSs is that both single-location data-consistency er-
rors, i.e., data races, and the often ignored but equally importantmulti-locationdata-
consistency errors can be encoded as a reachability query for theCPDS model checker
[3].4 Indeed, a recent study of real-world concurrency-bug characteristics by Lu et al.
[4] found that 34% of the non-deadlock concurrency bugs involved multiple shared-
memory locations. (For an example, see [4, Fig. 6].)

Our CPDS model checker [2] implements a semi-decision procedure (SDP) that,
upon termination, answers a reachability query for a givenCPDS. TheSDP proceeds
by computing a series of increasingly precise approximations of the reachability relation
of aCPDS, where a more precise approximation is computed when it is determined that
the current abstraction is too coarse to answer the query.

4 For the rest of this paper, we refer to theCPDS model checker as simply the model checker.
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The focus of this paper is improving the efficiency of the algorithm that the model
checker employs. We begin by relatingCPDS model checking to the problem of de-
termining the emptiness of the intersection of a set of context-free languages (§2). This
shows why theCPDS model checker implements only anSDP, and briefly describes
some of the abstractions that have been explored.

To explain the improvements to the model checker’sSDP, we must first provide the
details of pushdown systems (PDSs), CPDSs, andCPDS model checking (§3). The
straightforward approach to encoding synchronization actions inCPDSs [1] causes the
model checker to exhaust all resources for the benchmarks reported on in§6. We address
this issue in§4 with the definition of theSuccinctSDP, which is more precise and
exponentially more succinct. than the straightforward encoding. An additional benefit
of theSuccinctSDP is that it suggests new kinds of abstraction-refinement policies for
use in the model checker. We define two new policies:

1. TheMulti-step refinement policy (§5.1) is toCPDS model checking ascounter-
example guided abstraction refinement[5, 6] is to predicate-abstraction model check-
ing: the next more-precise abstraction is determined by using information present
in the current level of abstraction.

2. The Individual refinement policy (§5.2) is toCPDS model checking aslazy ab-
straction [7] is to predicate-abstraction model checking: abstractions of CPDS
components are refined only as needed.

We then show that these new policies are easily combined to form a third new pol-
icy, Individual Multi-step(§5.3). Our experimental evaluation (§6) shows that the new
abstraction-refinement polices produce median speedups of2.4, 1.2, and 2.5, and max-
imum speedups of 5.4, 5.3, and 7.6 when answeringCPDS reachability queries gener-
ated from Java programs. The comparison is with respect to theSuccinctSDP because
reachability analysis for each query fails with the encoding from [1]. This paper makes
the following contributions:

– It defines theSuccinctSDP, which uses an encoding that is more precise and ex-
ponentially more succinct than the straightforward encoding from [1]. Using the
SuccinctSDP, the CPDS model checker is able to analyze models of real Java
programs.

– It introduces three abstraction-refinement policies:Multi-step, Individual, andIn-
dividual Multi-step, that give rise to three newSDPs.

– It presents an experimental evaluation of the three new policies onCPDSs that
model concurrent Java programs from the CONTEST benchmark suite [8], and
CPDSs for the three Bluetooth models reported on in [2]. On CONTEST, the three
policies resulted in median speedups of 2.4, 1.2, and 2.5, respectively, and maxi-
mum speedups of 5.4, 5.3, and 7.6, respectively.

2 Overview

A CPDS can be viewed as a set of context-free languages (CFLs), and aCPDS reacha-
bility query is tantamount to determining the emptiness of the intersection of theCFLs
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in the set. This problem is known to be undecidable in general, and thus the model
checker implements only a semi-decision procedure (SDP).

Given a set ofCFLsL1, . . . , Ln, theSDP uses abstraction to define a regular over-
approximationRi for eachCFL Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and approximates the intersection result
L =

⋂n

i=1 Li by R =
⋂n

i=n Ri. The abstractions employed use a form of bounded
precision. Namely, for a boundk, the languageLi is divided into two sets: (1) words
of length less thank; and (2) words of length greater than or equal tok. The first set is
referred to as theconcrete setbecause it can be modeled precisely, i.e., no abstraction is
required. Likewise, the second set is referred to as theabstract setbecause abstraction
of this set is required to ensure decidability of the emptiness of intersection.

Because eachRi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is an over-approximation of the correspondingCFL
Li, R is an over-approximation ofL; consequently, ifR = ∅ thenL = ∅. The key to the
SDP is that ifR 6= ∅, one can determine ifR contains a concrete wordw from L (i.e.,
|w| < k). If no suchw exists, then the abstractions must be refined, which amountsto
increasing the precision boundk. Thus, theSDP uses the succession of approximations
(indicated byk, k′, k′′, . . .)

⋂n

i=1 Rk
i ,

⋂n

i=1 Rk′

i ,
⋂n

i=1 Rk′′

i , and so on, to determine if
the actual intersectionL =

⋂n

i=1 Li is empty.
To define a regular over-approximation of the abstract set, various abstractions have

been considered: Theprefix abstraction[2] precisely models the prefix of lengthk of
each abstract word, but loses precision by allowing any number of symbols to follow
the prefix. Thesuffix abstraction[2] precisely models the suffix of lengthk of each
abstract word, but loses precision by allowing any number ofsymbols to precede the
suffix. Thebifix abstraction combines the prefix and suffix abstractions so that abstract
words are constrained on each end, but loses precision by allowing any number of
symbols to come in between. Finally, more precise abstractions for the parts of words
that lie beyond thek-bounded threshold can be used (cf. Nederhof’s survey [9]).For the
rest of this paper, we will only consider the prefix abstraction; however, the following
improvements and newSDPs are applicable to each of the possible abstractions just
described.

3 Communicating Pushdown Systems

This section presents the definitions forPDSs andCPDSs, and shows howCPDSs are
used to model concurrent systems that use rendezvous-stylesynchronization. This is
followed up by showing how to relax the synchronization primitive to k-wise synchro-
nization, and how the prefix abstraction is used in theSDP that (attempts to) answer a
reachability query for a givenCPDS.

Pushdown systems are a formalism to describepure sequential programs[10, 11].
They have the property that, for recursive programs, the potentially infinite set of pro-
gram configurations can be represented symbolically using regular languages [12, 13].

Definition 1. A pushdown system(PDS) is a tupleP = (P, Γ, Act, ∆, c0), whereP is
a finite set of states;Γ is a finite set of stack symbols;Act is a finite set of actions;∆
is a finite set of transition rules of the form〈p, γ〉

a
−֒→〈p′, u′〉, wherep, p′ ∈ P , γ ∈ Γ ,

a ∈ Act, andu′ ∈ Γ ∗; andc0 is the initial configuration ofP . A configurationc ofP is
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a pair 〈p, u〉 wherep ∈ P andu ∈ Γ ∗. A set of configurationsC is regular if for each
p ∈ P , the language{u ∈ Γ ∗ | 〈p, u〉 ∈ C} is regular.

Given aPDS P = (P, Γ, Act, ∆, c0), we define for eacha ∈ Act the transition

relation⇒a between configurations ofP as follows: if 〈p, γ〉
a

−֒→〈p′, u′〉 ∈ ∆, then
〈p, γu〉 ⇒a 〈p′, u′u〉 for everyu ∈ Γ ∗.

Definition 2. For a PDS P and a regular set of configurationsC, the language ofP
with respect toC, denoted byLang(P , C), is defined as:{w = a1 · · ·an ∈ Act∗ | ∃c ∈
C . c0 ⇒a1 . . . ⇒an c}. It is well-known thatLang(P , C) is a context-free language.

Example 1.Let Pex1 = ({pa, pb}, {γ,⊥}, {a, b}, ∆ex1, 〈pa,⊥〉) be a PDS where∆ex1

is defined as follows:

{

〈pa,⊥〉
a

−֒→〈pa, γ⊥〉, 〈pa, γ〉
a

−֒→〈pa, γγ〉, 〈pa, γ〉
b

−֒→〈pb, ǫ〉, 〈pb, γ〉
b

−֒→〈pb, ǫ〉
}

.

The languageLang(Pex1, {〈pb,⊥〉}) is equal to{anbn | n ≥ 1}.

Modeling Concurrent Systems withPDSs: Recently, compositions of pushdown sys-
tems calledcommunicating pushdown systemshave been used to modelconcurrentre-
cursive programs [1, 2].

Definition 3. A communicating pushdown system(CPDS) is a tuple CP =
(P1, . . . ,Pn, Act) of pushdown systems, whereAct =

⋃n

i=1 Acti is the union of
the individual action sets of thePDSs (Acti is the set of actions ofPi). There is
a special actionτ that belongs to all the setsActi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that for all
a ∈ Act : τ · a = a = a · τ . (Eachτ action represents an internal action of a process,
while the other actions correspond to synchronization actions.)

For aCPDS CP, aglobal configurationis a tupleg = (c1, . . . , cn) of configurations
of P1, . . . ,Pn, and the initial global configurationg0 = (c1

0, . . . , c
n
0 ) consists of the

initial configurations of the individualPDSs. The relation⇒a is extended to global
configurations as follows:

– (c1, . . . , cn) ⇒τ (c′1, . . . , c
′
n) if there is an index1 ≤ i ≤ n such thatci ⇒

τ c′i and
c′j = cj for everyj 6= i;

– (c1, . . . , cn) ⇒a (c′1, . . . , c
′
n) if for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ci ⇒a c′i if a ∈ Acti and

c′i = ci if a /∈ Acti: all processes for whicha is an action synchronize ona and
move simultaneously.

A setG of global configurations is regular if it can be represented as a tuple(C1, . . . , Cn)
of regular sets of configurations of the individualPDSs, i.e.,G =

{

(c1, . . . , cn) | c1 ∈

C1, . . . , cn ∈ Cn

}

.
From now on, we fix aCPDS CP = (P1, . . . ,Pn, Act), where for everyi, 1 ≤

i ≤ n, Pi = (Pi, Γi, Acti, ∆i, c
i
0), and a regular set of global configurationsG =

(C1, . . . , Cn).

Definition 4. The language of CP with respect toG, denoted byLang(CP, G), is de-
fined as:{w = a1 · · · an ∈ Act∗ | ∃g ∈ G.g0 ⇒a1 . . . ⇒an g}.
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A CPDS is a natural model of concurrent programs where processes synchronize
via rendezvous. The special transition relation⇒τ models a particular process of a
concurrent program performing a local transition. A transition relation⇒a models all
processes for whicha is an action synchronizing ona. It is easy to see that if all of the
PDSs have the same set of actions, i.e., if for every1 ≤ i ≤ n, Acti = Act, then the
following holds:

Lang(CP, G) =

n
⋂

i=1

Lang(Pi, Ci). (1)

Modeling k-wise synchronization:When usingCPDSs to model real systems, it is
often the case that not all processes synchronize on every action. For example, if the
program model uses pairwise synchronization, each actiona would be a member of
exactly two action setsActi andActj , i 6= j. However, for Eqn. (1) to hold, allPDSs
must have the same set of actions. Thus, we need to insert everywhere in the paths of
Pi labels that correspond to the synchronization actions thatare not inActi, but that the
otherPDSs can perform. In [1], this encoding is formalized via theshuffleoperation.
Fora, b ∈ Act andu, v ∈ Act∗, the shuffle operation E on words is defined as follows:

u E ǫ = {u} = ǫ E u
au E bv =

(

{a} · (u E bv)
)

∪
(

{b} · (au E v)
)

,

and for two languagesL andL′, L E L′ = {u E v | u ∈ L, v ∈ L′}. Using the shuffle
operation, we redefine the languageLi as follows:

Li = Lang(Pi, Ci) E (Act \ Acti)∗. (2)

Bouajjani et al. [1] show that Eqn. (1) is then extended as follows:

Lang(CP, G) =

n
⋂

i=1

Li. (3)

They also showed that relaxing the synchronization model has no effect on the expres-
sive power of aCPDS—one can simply add “self-loops” to the rule set of eachPDS
to account for unused actions. That is, define aCPDS CP′ = (P ′

1, . . . ,P
′
n), where for

1 ≤ i ≤ n, P ′
i = (Pi, Γi, Act, ∆′

i, c
i
0) isPi with the rule set∆i augmented as follows:

∆′
i = ∆i ∪ {〈p, γ〉

a
−֒→〈p, γ〉 | p ∈ Pi, γ ∈ Γi, a ∈ (Act \ Acti)}.

Example 2.Let Pex2 = ({pa, pb}, {γ,⊥}, {a, b, c}, ∆ex2, 〈pa,⊥〉) be a PDS where

∆ex2 = ∆ex1 ∪
{

〈p, x〉
c

−֒→〈p, x〉 | p ∈ {pa, pb}, x ∈ {γ,⊥}
}

—Pex2 is Pex1 with
an unused actionc andPDS rules added that explicitly account for it. The language
Lang(Pex2, {〈pb,⊥〉}) is {(c∗a)n(c∗b)nc∗ | n ≥ 1}.

The languageLang(CP, G) defined by Eqn. (3) is equivalent to the language
Lang(CP′, G) defined by Eqn. (1). That is, the following holds:

Lang(CP, G) =
n
⋂

i=1

Li =
n
⋂

i=1

Lang(P ′
i, Ci) = Lang(CP′, G).
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Reachability Analysis of CPDSs [2]: The goal ofCPDS model checking is to de-
termine if G is reachable inCP. BecauseG is reachable iffLang(CP, G) 6= ∅, and
because determining the emptiness of the intersection of a set of CFLs is known to be
undecidable, this problem is also undecidable.

As discussed in§2, decidability is retained via ak-bounded abstraction that defines
a regular over-approximation for the language of eachPDS. We now formally define
the prefix abstraction.

Given a boundk and a languageL ⊆ Act∗, the prefix abstractionαk(L) is the
language:{w | w ∈ L∧ |w| < k} ∪ {⌊w⌋kw′ | w ∈ L∧ |w| ≥ k ∧w′ ∈ Act∗}, where
for a wordw and a boundk, ⌊w⌋k denotes the prefix ofw of lengthk.

Example 3.GivenPex2 from Ex. 2 and boundk = 3, α3

(

Lang(Pex2, {〈pb,⊥〉})
)

com-
putes the language

{

ab
}

∪
{

aaaw, aabw, aacw, abcw, acaw, acbw, accw, caaw,
cabw, cacw, ccaw, cccw | w ∈ Act∗

}

.

Prefix abstractions, likewise suffix and bifix abstractions,can be represented by a
finite set consisting of two types of words: (1)concretewords are words in the concrete
set whose length is less thank, and they are represented exactly; and (2)abstractwords
are prefixes of lengthk that summarize an infinite set of words from the abstract set.
The set is finite because there are only a finite number of wordsw such that|w| ≤ k.

Example 4.The languageα3

(

Lang(Pex2, {〈pb,⊥〉})
)

from Ex. 3 can be represented
by the finite set

{

ab, aaa, aab, aac, abc, aca, acb, acc, caa, cab, cac, cca, ccc
}

. (All of
the words except “ab” are abstract words.)

For CP andG and using the prefix abstraction, the model checker sets the initial
bound ask = 1, and definesR =

⋂n

i=1 αk(Li). If R = ∅, thenG is not reachable.
Otherwise, letw be a minimal length word inR. If |w| < k, thenG is reachable, elsek
is incremented and the process repeats.

4 Improved Reachability Analysis ofCPDSs

TheCPDS reachability analysis described in§3 is inefficient because of the need to ac-
count for the right operand of the shuffle term in Eqn. (2). That is, explicitly adding rules
to PDS Pi to account for the unused actions (i.e.,Act\Acti) causes (i) the abstraction to
lose more precision than necessary, and (ii) answer sets to be possibly of exponentially
greater size than with the technique described in this section. In fact, when only using
αk(Li) to approximate the language ofPi, our model checker exhausted all resources
on even the simplest of queries. For example, using the improvedβk(Li) abstraction
defined below, the model checker took only 2.76 seconds to determine reachability for
a Bluetooth model (see§6), whereas using the abstractionαk(Li), it ran out of memory
on a dual-core Xeon processor with 4 GB of memory.

Observe that for the prefix abstractionα3

(

Lang(Pex2, {〈pb, ǫ〉}
)

, all of the regular-
ity of the unused actionc, i.e., thec∗ from Lang(Pex2, {〈pb, ǫ〉}) in Ex. 2, has been
lost. In addition, without the unused actionc as in Ex. 1, the finite set that repre-
sentsα3

(

Lang(Pex1, {〈pb, ǫ〉}
)

is merely
{

ab, aaa, aab
}

. In general, explicitly mod-
ifying Pi to account for unused actions, as in Ex. 2, causes the set thatrepresents
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αk(Li) to be exponentially larger in the size ofAct \ Acti (e.g.,aaa blows up to
{

aaa, aac, aca, acc, caa, cac, cca, ccc
}

). We avoid this inefficiencyanddefine a more
precise abstraction,βk, by leveraging the fact that we can use the shuffle operation to
account for unused actions.

Recall that for aPDS Pi, theconcretelanguage of interest isLi defined by Eqn. (2).
Instead of directly applying the prefix abstraction toLi (i.e.,αk(Li)), we gain precision
by pulling the shuffle operationoutside ofthe approximation:

βk(Li) = αk

(

Lang(Pi, Ci)
)

E (Act \ Acti)∗.

It is easy to see thatβk(Li) is an over-approximation ofLi, and that incrementingk
obtains a more precise over-approximation, i.e., for everyi, Li ⊆ βk+1(Li) ⊆ βk(Li).

Theβk abstraction avoids the exponential increase that occurs when additionalPDS
rules are introduced to account for unused actions. Also,βk provides amore precise
over-approximation ofLi because the following holds:

βk(Li) = αk

(

Lang(Pi, C)
)

E (Act\Acti)∗ ⊆ αk

(

Lang(Pi, C) E (Act\Acti)∗
)

= αk(Li).

Moreover, performing the shuffleafter computing the prefix abstraction is easy. Let
Ai = (Qi, Σi, δi, q0, F ) be the automaton (defined in the usual way) that accepts the
languageαk

(

Lang(Pi, Ci)
)

. The shuffle operationLang(Ai) E (Act \ Acti)∗ is per-
formed directly onAi by augmenting the transition relationδi with the following set of
additional transitions:{(q, a, q) | q ∈ Qi ∧ a ∈ (Act \ Acti)}.

Example 5.Let Act = {a, b, c}. The languageβ3

(

Lang(Pex2, {〈pb,⊥〉})
)

is
{c∗ac∗bc∗} ∪ {c∗ac∗aw | w ∈ Act∗}. This is a more precise approximation than the
languageα3

(

Lang(Pex2, {〈pb,⊥〉})
)

in Ex. 3 because for abstract words, the former
enforces that two “a” actions occur before a “b” action.

For a boundk, theSuccinctSDP uses the abstractionR =
⋂n

i=1 βk(Li) in place of
R =

⋂n

i=1 αk(Li). EitherR is empty, which proves thatG is unreachable, or elseR
is not empty, in which case the model checker needs to establish whether there exists a
concrete wordw ∈ R.

Because theβk abstraction performs the shuffleafter approximatingLi, the length
of a wordw ∈ R is no longer sufficient to determine ifw is concrete. That is, for a word
w ∈ R andPDS Pi, the actions that are not executed byPi and that were introduced in
βk(Li) because of the shuffle operation must be projected out. Letw be the sequence
of actionsa1 · · · a|w|; then for eachi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, πi(w) = πi(a1) · · ·πi(a|w|), where
the mappingπi is defined as follows:

πi(a) =

{

a if a ∈ Acti
τ if a ∈ Act \ Acti.

If the length of the projection is less thank (i.e., |πi(w)| < k), then this corresponds to
a concrete execution for processPi. We now formally define theSuccinctSDP.

Succinct SDP

1. k = 1
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2. R =
⋂n

i=1 βk(Li)
3. if R = ∅ return false. (G is not reachable.)
4. let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R ∧ |w′| < |w|
5. if max(|π1(w)|, . . . , |πn(w)|) < k return true. (G is reachable.)
6. k = k + 1
7. goto 2

TheSuccinctSDP uses the shuffled prefix abstractionβk to compute regular over-
approximations of the languages of the individualPDSs, and then takes their intersec-
tion (step 2). If the intersection resultR is empty, then—becauseβk produces over-
approximations—so is the languageLang(CP, G) (step 3). Otherwise, theSuccinct
SDP finds a minimal-length wordw ∈ R (step 4). Step 5 checks whetherw is con-
crete for all of thePDSs.

Example 6.LetCP3 = (P1,P2,P3, Act), whereAct = {τ, a, b, c, d},Act1 = {τ, b, d},
Act2 = {τ, a, c}, and Act3 = {τ, a, b, c, d}. Assume that atk = 3, a minimal-
length wordw = abcdb ∈ R has been found. Thenπ1(w) = bdb, π2(w) = ac,
andπ3(w) = abcdb. Becausew is abstract fork = 3 (π1(w) ≥ 3 andπ3(w) ≥ 3), the
SuccinctSDP refines the value ofk to be 4, and continues at step 2.

Comparing αk and βk: Let theα-SDP be theSDP described in§3 with βk(Li) re-
placed byαk(Li) in step 2, and does not use projected lengths in step 5, but instead
checks whether|w| < k. The following theorem compares the twoSDPs.

Theorem 1. If the α-SDP decides reachability ofG in CP at an abstractionk, then
the SuccinctSDP will decide reachability ofG in CP at an abstractionk′ ≤ k.

Proof. If G is reachable, then theα-SDP finds a concrete wordw ∈ Lang(CP, G) at
abstractionk, and|w| = k − 1. Because of over-approximation, ifw ∈ Lang(CP, G),
thenw will be in

⋂n

i=1 βk(Li), and thus theSuccinctSDP will find w at abstraction
k (or another concrete wordw′ ∈ Lang(CP, G) such that|w′| = k − 1). However,
because of the increased precision, i.e.,βk(Li) ⊆ αk(Li), theSuccinctSDP can find a
concrete wordw′ at an abstractionk′ < k.

Otherwise, assume theα-SDP proves thatLang(CP, G) = ∅ at abstractionk. For
1 ≤ i ≤ n, βk(Li) ⊆ αk(Li). Hence, if

⋂n

i=1 αk(Li) = ∅, then
⋂n

i=1 βk(Li) = ∅.
Becauseβk(Li) ⊆ αk(Li), it is possible for theSuccinctSDP to prove emptiness at an
abstractionk′ < k. ⊓⊔

5 Abstraction-Refinement-Policy Extensions

TheSuccinctSDP has a simple abstraction-refinement policy: increase the search depth
by one (step 6). We now present two extensions to the default abstraction-refinement
policy, and conclude the section by showing how they are easily combined to form a
third. The extensions are presented for the prefix-abstraction case; however, they can be
straightforwardly adapted for the otherk-bounded abstractions discussed in§2.
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5.1 Multi-Step Abstraction Refinement

The first opportunity for improvement overSuccinctSDP comes from the fact that step
6 does not make use of any additional information that is present in the intersection
resultR. Specifically, at step 6, theSuccinctSDP has found thatw is a minimal-length
word, and thatmax(|π1(w)|, . . . , |πn(w)|) ≥ k. (We will useπmax to denote the result
of themax computation.) To determine whether or notw is concrete, a value fork equal
to πmax +1 must be used, and thus theMulti-stepSDP defines the next value ofk to be
πmax + 1. (TheMulti-stepSDP is presented side-by-side with theSuccinctSDP, with
boxes indicating the modified steps.)

Succinct SDP Multi-step SDP
1. k = 1 1. k = 1
2. R =

⋂n

i=1 βk(Li) 2. R =
⋂n

i=1 βk(Li)
3. if R = ∅ return false 3. if R = ∅ return false
4. let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R ∧ |w′| < |w| 4. let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R ∧ |w′| < |w|
5. if πmax < k return true. 5. if πmax < k return true.
6. k = k + 1 6. k = πmax + 1
7. goto 2 7. goto 2

The benefit of theMulti-stepSDP is that the model checker is able to converge
more quickly on a value fork that results in finding a counterexample (i.e., a concrete
word), and avoids useless word in doing so. This is illustrated in Ex. 7.

Example 7.Revisiting Ex. 6 wherew = abcdb, the Multi-stepSDP determines that
πmax = 5 becauseπ3(w) = abcdb. Thus, the next abstraction uses a value of 6 fork
instead of 4, and the model checker avoids analysis fork = 4 andk = 5.

5.2 Individual Abstraction Refinement

TheMulti-stepSDP addresses the fact that theSuccinctSDP is naı̈ve in determining
what the next value ofk should be. We now define theIndividualSDP, which addresses
whena new abstraction should be computed.

Let w be a word in the intersectionR. Then for PDSsPi andPj , i 6= j, it need
not be the case that|πi(w)| = |πj(w)| becauseActi andActj can be different. Due to
this difference, if the shortest wordw is an abstract word then it is not necessarily an
abstract word forbothPi andPj . That is, ifw has the global property of being abstract,
it may in fact be (locally) concrete for some subset of the PDSs. If w is concrete forPi

(i.e., |πi(w)| < k), then the approximationAi for the languageLang(Pi, Ci) need not
be refined. We now present theIndividualSDP side-by-side with theSuccinctSDP,
with boxes indicating the modified steps.
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Succinct SDP Individual SDP
1. k = 1 1. for i ∈ 1..n : ki = 1

2. R =
⋂n

i=1 βk(Li) 2. R =
⋂n

i=1 βki
(Li)

3. if R = ∅ return false 3. if R = ∅ return false
4. let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R ∧ |w′| < |w| 4. let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R ∧ |w′| < |w|

5. if πmax < k return true 5. if
∧n

i=1 |πi(w)| < ki return true
6. k = k + 1 6. for i ∈ 1..n :

if|πi(w)| ≥ ki then ki = ki + 1
7. goto 2 7. goto 2

The IndividualSDP usesn local abstraction levelsk1, . . . , kn. In step 6, eachki

is only incremented as needed. This extension allows theIndividualSDP to focus its
refinement efforts on only thosePDSs that require it.

Example 8.GivenCP3 from Ex. 6, assume thatk1 = k2 = k3 = 3 and thatw = abcdb
is the same minimal-length string found. Becauseπ2(w) = ac and |ac| < k2, k2 is
not refined for the next round of approximation byIndividualSDP. Similarly, because
|π1(w)| ≥ k1 and|π3(w)| ≥ k3, the values fork1 andk3 are incremented for the next
round. Thus, the next abstraction uses theki values(4, 3, 4).

There are two benefits to performing abstraction refinement at the level of an in-
dividual PDS. First, it is possible that a counterexample can be found using a very
coarse approximation for some of thePDSs in CP. This permits the model checker
to avoid unnecessarily computing more precise over-approximations (i.e., theβks) for
suchPDSs. Second, before performing the shuffle operation defined byβki

, the lan-
guageαki

(

Lang(Pi, Ci)
)

is represented by a finite setS. Because the size ofS can be
exponential in the abstraction levelki, when the model checker is able to use a coarser
abstraction forPi, it does so using smaller sets, and thus using less memory.

5.3 Individual Multi-Step Abstraction Refinement

The logical next step takes advantage of these improvementsat the same time.

Individual Multi-step SDP

1. for i = 1..n : ki = 1
2. R =

⋂n

i=1 βki
(Li)

3. if R = ∅ return false.
4. let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R ∧ |w′| < |w|
5. if

∧n

i=1(|πi(w)| < ki) return true
6. for i ∈ 1..n : if|πi(w)| ≥ ki then ki = |πi(w)| + 1
7. goto 2

To combine the two new abstraction-refinement policies, only step 6 needs to be
modified with respect to theIndividualSDP. The change is to define the next value
of ki to be |πi(w)| + 1 versuski + 1. By doing so, theIndividual Multi-stepSDP is
able to take advantage of the time and space savings providedby the new abstraction-
refinement policies. This is seen in the running example Ex. 9.
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison on313 queries of each newSDP compared toSuccinctSDP.
Points above the solid diagonal line denote queries in whichthe newSDP executed faster. The
dashed diagonal lines show the median speedups of 2.4,1.2, and 2.5, respectively.

Example 9.Revisiting Ex. 8 withk1 = k2 = k3 = 3 and w = abcdb, the
Individual Multi-stepSDP would refinek1 andk3; however, it is able to make a better
choice for the next value ofk3 because|π3(w)| = 5. The Individual Multi-stepSDP
would choose the next abstraction to have values(4, 3, 6).

To summarize, the refinement decisions of the four algorithms are as follows:

SuccinctSDP Multi-stepSDP IndividualSDP Individual Multi-stepSDP
k = 4 k = 6 (k1, k2, k3) = (4, 3, 4) (k1, k2, k3) = (4, 3, 6)

6 Experimental Evaluation

We extended the model checker with the capability to use eachof the newSDPs pre-
sented in this paper. We performed a comparison study using the four SDPs on a
set of CPDSs generated by the EMPIRE tool—EMPIRE is a tool to statically verify
user-specified data-consistency properties in concurrentJava programs [3]—and on the
Bluetooth models BT1, BT2, and BT3 reported on in [2]. All experiments were run on
a dual-core 3 GHz Pentium Xeon processor with 4 GB of memory.

Analyzing Java Programs: We analyzed Java programs from the CONTEST bench-
mark suite [8], which consists of small programs with specific concurrency errors. For
our evaluation, we only analyzed benchmark programs whose bug was listed as “Non-
atomic”. The performance of theCPDS model checker is more dependent on the use
of synchronization and less on the size of the program, and thus the programs from the
CONTESTsuite are able to stress the model checker. When EMPIRE attempts to verify a
data-consistency property, it generates a multitude ofCPDSs: oneCPDS for each pair
of shared-memory locations that are being analyzed for a concurrency bug. Because
some benchmarks contain several such locations, manyCPDSs are generated.

In total, we ran the model checker on 2273CPDSs, and it determined reachability
on 1918 of those. To ensure that the model checker explores a non-trivial search space,
we only compare the running times forCPDSs where the model checker using the
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SuccinctSDP took time greater than or equal to 10.0 seconds. This filters the set of
CPDSs down to 313. The results of our evaluation are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows log-log plots of the times to execute theSuccinctSDP (y-axis) ver-
sus theMulti-step, Individual, andIndividual Multi-StepSDPs (x-axis), respectively,
for the 313 queries. The solid diagonal lines represent equal running times, and points
above it are queries where the abstraction-refinement policies produced a performance
improvement. The dashed diagonal lines show the median speedups for eachSDP ver-
sus theSuccinctSDP, and are discussed in more detail later.

Our evaluation shows that using theMulti-stepSDP produces a large performance
improvement: more than 80% of the analyzedCPDSs enjoyed a speedup of at least 2,
with a median speedup of 2.4 and maximum speedup of 5.4. For the IndividualSDP,
the analysis time for 30% of theCPDSs incurred a performance degradation. The rea-
son for this is that theIndividualSDP can cause theCPDS model checker to enter
into pathologically bad behavior where the refinements occur in a round-robin fashion.
However, using theIndividualSDP results in a performance improvement for 70% of
the reported benchmarks, with a median speedup of 1.2 and a maximum speedup of
5.3. Analysis with theIndividual Multi-stepSDP resulted in the largest maximum and
median speedups of 7.6 and 2.5, respectively. Thus, to obtain the best performance, one
should use the combined abstraction-refinement policy. However, future work should
include being able to detect when the pathological behaviorof IndividualSDP occurs
so that the model checker can resort to using only theMulti-stepSDP.

Finally, the dashed lines show the median speedup. TheMulti-stepSDP is consis-
tently grouped around the median speedup line, indicating that it produces a reliable
speedup on all queries. TheIndividual Multi-stepSDP has more variation because it
is a combination of theMulti-stepSDP and theIndividualSDP. When both perform
well, the Individual Multi-stepSDP has a large performance improvement, and like-
wise when theIndividualSDP degrades performance, theIndividual Multi-stepSDP
does not result in as much speedup.

BT1 BT2 BT3

(2, 2, 2, 2, 2) (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2)
(4, 2,4,4,4) (4,4,4,4,4, 2) (4,4,4,4,4, 2)
(4,5, 4,5, 4) (7, 4,7,7, 4,7) (7, 4,7,7, 4,7)
(4, 5, 4,6, 4) (9, 4, 7, 7, 4, 7)

Table 1. Individual Multi-stepSDP ’s refine-
ment steps for analyzing the Bluetooth models.
Each table entry is theki-tuple used during an
analysis round.

Analyzing Bluetooth Models: We
also analyzed the Bluetooth mod-
els from [2]: BT1 is the buggy
model from [14], BT2 is the cor-
rected model proposed by the au-
thors of [14], which is bug-free if
there are two processes, but has a
bug for a three-process configura-
tion [2], and BT3 is a modified ver-
sion of BT2 that has been verified
correct for three processes (see [2]
more details). The time to analyze each model using the fourSDPs is given in Tab. 2.
Tab. 1 shows the sequence of refinements used by theIndividual Multi-stepSDP .
A bold ki value indicates a refinement step. For models BT1, BT2, and BT3, the
SuccinctSDP single steps to abstraction levels 6, 9, and 7, respectively. We see that
this results in performing unnecessary abstraction refinement that is avoided by the
Individual Multi-stepSDP.
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SuccinctSDP Multi-stepSDP Individual SDP Individual Multi-stepSDP
BT1 2.76 2.61 1.52 1.41
BT2 135.57 117.32 130.27 110.7
BT3 7.48 4.82 7.12 4.51

Table 2.Time in seconds to analyze the Bluetooth models using the four SDPs.

7 Extending Abstraction-Refinement Policies

In each of the threeSDPs defined in§5, step 4 reads: “4.let w ∈ R : ∄w′ ∈ R∧|w′| <
|w|”. This step finds a minimal-length wordw ∈ R to use as the basis for determining
the next abstraction. This is agreedyheuristic because abstraction refinement is based
solely on the first minimal-length word encountered.

The greedy heuristic precluded us from establishing the analog of Thm. 1 for com-
paring theSDPs from§5 to theSuccinctSDP. The problem is that the non-uniformity
of theπi functions allows theSDPs from§5 to make different refinement choices de-
pending on which minimal-length word is chosen. For a boundk and a wordw ∈ R, we
define the functionh(w) = (|π1(w)|, . . . , |πn(w)|), which returns a tuple of the lengths
of the projected wordsπi(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, of w with respect to each of thePDSs ofCP.
Consider two minimal-length wordsw1 andw2. Because of the non-uniformity of the
projection functions, the tuplesh(w1) and h(w2) are not necessarily equal. For the
Individual Multi-stepSDP, there are two possibilities when this occurs:

1. w1 is a concrete word andw2 is not, or vice versa.5 If the wrong minimal-length
word is chosen, theIndividual Multi-stepSDP will perform an additional round of
abstraction refinement when it is not needed.

2. If both w1 andw2 are abstract—for somei, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, |πi(w1)| ≥ ki and
|πj(w2)| ≥ kj—the Individual Multi-stepSDP could choose an over-refined ab-
straction when a coarser abstraction would have sufficed.

Thus, it could be the case that theIndividual Multi-stepSDP jumps to an abstraction
(k1, . . . , kn) wheremax(k1, . . . , kn) is greater than an abstractionk that could be used
by theSuccinctSDP to determine ifG is reachable inCP.

We next define an algorithm to replace the greedy heuristic for choosingw in step
4, and define theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′. We then prove that if theSuccinctSDP
finds a wordw ∈ Lang(CP, G) at abstractionk, then theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′

will find a word w′ ∈ Lang(CP, G) such thatmax
(

h(w′)
)

= k. For the case when
Lang(CP, G) = ∅, we show that theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′ could need to be more
precise than theSuccinctSDP by a factor ofn, i.e., the number ofPDSs.

7.1 Eliminating Greediness

The objective is to minimize the maximal boundki necessary to determine the empti-
ness ofLang(CP, G). To do so, we choose the wordw at step 4 to be the word whose

5 For expository purposes, we only consider theIndividual Multi-stepSDP, although the dis-
cussion that follows also pertains to theMulti-stepSDP andIndividual SDP.
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maximum projectedki value is a minimal-maximum for all words inR. That is, the
desired wordw should have the property that∄w′ ∈ R . max(h(w′)) < max(h(w)).

We associate with each wordw ∈ R the tupleh(w) = (x1, . . . , xn), and between
two tuplest1 andt2, define the partial ordert1 ⊑ t2 iff

∧n

i=1 ti1 ≤ ti2, whereti is theith

component of tuplet. For two tuple setsT1 andT2, define the tuple-set join function

T1 ⊔ T2 = {t | t ∈ (T1 ∪ T2) ∧ 6 ∃t′ ∈ (T1 ∪ T2) . t′ ⊏ t}.

(The tuple-set join function is the join for the powerset lattice of antichains of tuples of
non-negative integers.) The goal is then to computeS =

⊔

w∈R{h(w)}, and to choose
a wordw such thatmax(h(w)) is a minimum for allt ∈ S.

We now define a replacement for step 4 that chooses such a word.Because there
are potentially infinitely many words inR, the replacement step is cast as solving a
weighted-graph problem over a graph that is constructed from R = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ).

We define a labeled graphG = (V, E, Σ), where there is a vertexvq ∈ V for
each stateq ∈ Q, and there is an edge(vq, σ, vq′ ) ∈ E for each transition(q, σ, q′) ∈ δ.
Associated with each vertexv is a set of tuples of the form(x1, . . . , xn) of non-negative
integers. The tuples denote the projected lengths of the words that label paths from
vq0

to v in the graph. It is a set because it is necessary to consider all incomparable
projected-length tuples that might arise from different paths in the graph to the same
vertex. We define the value of a vertexv, val(v), as follows.

val(v) =

{

{(0, 0, 0)} v = vq0
⊔

(v′,σ,v)∈E{t + h(σ) | t ∈ val(v′)} v 6= vq0
.

We extract a tuple from the setS =
⊔

qf∈F val(vqf
) such thatmax(t) is a minimum for

all t ∈ S. Finally, the word that is chosen is the wordw ∈ R such thatw corresponds to
the path whose projected length is the tuplet. (The construction above is easily extended
to provide such a witness word.)

7.2 Comparison with theSuccinct SDP

To eliminate greediness, we modify step 4 from theIndividual Multi-stepSDP to
choosew as described in§7.1. This defines theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′, for which
we can prove an analog of Thm. 1 for the case whereG is reachable. For the case where
G is unreachable, we prove an upper bound on the maximum amountof extra precision
that theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′ could require.

Theorem 2. If the SuccinctSDP decides thatG is reachable in CP at abstraction k,
then the Individual Multi-stepSDP′ will decide thatG is reachable in CP at abstrac-
tion (k1, . . . , kn) such thatπmax = k.

Proof. If G is reachable, thenLang(CP, G) 6= ∅, and there exists a wordw ∈ Lang(CP, G)
such thatπmin = max

(

h(w)
)

is a minimum value for all words inLang(CP, G). In this
case, theSuccinctSDP will find w (or a concrete wordw′′ such thatmax

(

h(w′′)
)

=

πmin) at abstractionk = πmin + 1. The Individual Multi-stepSDP′ minimizes on the
maximum of the projected lengths of the words in the over-approximation, hence it
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must be the case that it will always choose a tuplet such thatmax(t) ≤ πmin. There-
fore, for1 ≤ i ≤ n, it will always choose a valueki such thatki ≤ πmin + 1. Hence the
Individual Multi-stepSDP′ is always able to find a concrete wordw′ at an abstraction
(k1, . . . , kn) such that for1 ≤ i ≤ n, ki ≤ k, because it can findw at that abstraction,
i.e.,w′ = w. ⊓⊔

Theorem 3. If the SuccinctSDP decides thatG is unreachable in CP at abstraction
k, then the Individual Multi-stepSDP′ will decide thatG is unreachable in CP at ab-
straction(k1, . . . , kn) such thatπmax is at mostk(n − 1).

Proof. If the SuccinctSDP proves thatG is unreachable inCP at abstractionk, then
this could require theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′ to reach a stage where it uses the
abstraction(k − 1, . . . , k − 1), but has still not decided reachability. In the worst case,
it could proceed from(k − 1, . . . , k − 1) to (k1, . . . , kn) such that for all1 ≤ i ≤ n
wherei 6= g, ki = k, andkg = k(n−1)+1. This can occur when for some1 ≤ g ≤ n,
Actg = Act, and for all1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i, j 6= g, Acti ∩ Actj = ∅; i.e., all PDSs
synchronize only withPDS Pg. Thus, to push the abstraction of eachPDS Pi, i 6= g,
to levelk, it could require that the abstraction forPg be increased tok(n− 1) + 1. ⊓⊔

We see that, in the worst case, theIndividual Multi-stepSDP′ could need to be more
precise by roughly a factor ofn to prove thatG is not reachable. In practice (see§6), we
observed that on 9 of the 1854CPDSs for whichSuccinctSDP determined thatG was
not reachable, theIndividual Multi-stepSDP times-out. However, a bad scenario for a
CPDS is very rare (9/1854≈ 0.5%); moreover, we have never observed a worst-case
scenario like the one used in the proof of Thm. 3.

At present, we have not implemented the non-greedy search method due to the
complexity of solving the path problem, which is an artifactof the height of the lattice
of antichains. Future work includes an evaluation of this strategy to see if using the
Individual Multi-stepSDP′ eliminates the time-out for the 9CPDSs.

8 Related Work

Multi-step abstraction refinement draws inspiration from the research oncounterexam-
ple guided abstraction refinement(CEGAR) [5, 6]. In a similar spirit, CEGAR deter-
mines the next-more-precise abstraction by taking into account knowledge gained from
the current abstraction. Our work is not specific to refining the Boolean programs that
result from predicate abstraction, but instead on how to choose the next abstraction of
the program model.

Individual abstraction refinement draws inspiration from two pieces of prior work.
First, in BLAST, Henzinger et al. [7] use what they termlazy abstraction, which al-
lows the model of the program being analyzed to have varying degrees of precision.
This allows BLAST to focus its abstraction-refinement process on only those regions
of code that have been found to be too imprecise. For the concurrent programs that we
are interested in, we focus at the level of a component of the model of the concurrent
program. Second, theheterogeneous abstractionsof Yahav and Ramalingam [15] allow
the program model to focus on selected regions of the heap. Our analyses instead focus
on the synchronization messages used by a component of the concurrent system.
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